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The OBA’s announcement that tourism's "buzz" has returned looks to be a PR game the OBA have been 
playing with the numbers. Four years into the OBA administration they have yet to match the PLP's high 
for air arrivals and total arrivals. We still have some ways to go.  
 
Over the four-year period prior to 2012 the Department of Tourism under the PLP Government averaged 
242 thousand air arrivals a year. 
 
Over a similar period, the BTA have not been able to match the Department of Tourism highs in air 
arrivals or total arrivals, which were 652 thousand total and 264 thousand air arrivals. Additionally, the 
pre-recession period from 2005 to 2008 had a high of 305 thousand air arrivals and 660 thousand total 
arrivals under the PLP Government. The BTA’s high of 245 thousand air and 642 thousand total falls 
short. 
 
Have the BTA done some good things? Yes. I think all of Bermuda is happy with the news that they’ve 
received a platinum and best in show award at the PR awards last night in New York. 
 
Have the BTA helped to modernize Tourism? Yes 
 
Is the Buzz around Bermuda back? 
 
The OBA says Yes, but the BTA’s numbers say No. 
 
Tourism under the PLP was not perfect. The OBA inherited an average-performing tourism product, 
however, since then it has under-performed, resulting in 48 and 49 year lows in air arrivals. Whilst the 
latest uptick is of course encouraging, all that has merely happened is a return to being just average. Of 
note is that when the PLP were producing higher numbers the UBP/OBA referred to these numbers as 
"failing." 
 



 

But this is not just about numbers of arrivals being up or down. For Bermudians, what matters is what the 
growth of the tourism sector should bring: jobs. The OBA’s promise to grow jobs in the tourism sector 
has proven to be an empty promise.  
 
The BTA, in an October 2016 report, noted an 8% Decline in Direct Tourism Jobs in 2014 - 2015 and a 
9% decline in direct tourism jobs in 2013. 
 
So, what good is all the optimism and buzz if it doesn't mean tourism jobs for Bermudians? 
 
Lower averages spun through the PR machine into success for the few and declining job numbers for the 
rest? Is that what counts as turning tourism around? Is that what people voted for? 
 
Instead of looking to score political points through the work of others, maybe the OBA should focus on 
how to translate that work into real paying jobs for Bermudians.  
 
If they empowered the BTA to do what they are doing well in New York, in under-served markets like 
Montreal, Toronto and Atlanta, that would translate to higher arrival numbers and therefore higher job 
numbers. It’s what the PLP would do. We would ensure that the BTA are assisted to continue to register 
that our audience is wider than before, and get more diverse and cosmopolitan in our branding and 
marketing going forward. 
 
Rather than doubling down on the stereotypes of the Bermuda visitor, the PLP will expand and redefine 
entirely what’s possible.  We cannot define our audience potential by what has already been. We must 
allow for a new generation to redefine what Bermuda means to the tourism market. And the BTA must 
be commended for using young Bermudian filmmakers.  
 
However, excitement and buzz are relative terms often drawn along generational and demographic lines. 
Both demographics’ definitions are valid but one cannot be ignored at the expense of the other.  
 
Our past tourism image is part of who we are but it does not define us. It cannot be the only defining 
factor our future. Bermuda is more than that, Bermudians are more than that. 
 
Tourism is too important to simply promise to grow. How we go about seeking that growth is just as 
important. How we go about translating that growth into jobs is even more important. Evolving how we 
define Bermuda Tourism and what it means to our audience is the only way to ensure that all Bermudians 
share in the opportunities it creates. 
 
It has become clear that under the OBA, being average is considered exceptional.  


